THE MOONSHINE ANOMALY
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ABSTRACT. The anomaly for the Monster group $\mathbb{M}$ acting on its natural (aka moonshine) representation $V^\natural$ is a particular cohomology class $\omega^\natural \in H^3(\mathbb{M}, U(1))$ that arises as a conformal field theoretic generalization of the second Chern class of a representation. This paper shows that $\omega^\natural$ has order exactly 24 and is not a Chern class. In order to perform this computation, this paper introduces a finite-group version of T-duality, which is used to relate $\omega^\natural$ to the anomaly for the Leech lattice CFT.

1. Introduction

Whenever a finite group $G$ acts on a holomorphic conformal field theory $V$, there is a corresponding anomaly $\omega_V \in H^3(G, U(1))$ that measures the obstruction to gauging (also called orbifolding) the $G$-action. We will review the construction of $\omega_V$ in Section 2: Section 2.1 describes the physical picture; Section 2.2 discusses mathematical foundations; Section 2.3 provides a method to calculate anomalies; and Section 2.4 addresses the fermionic version. Anomalies can be thought of as a type of “characteristic class” for the action of a group not on a vector space but on a conformal field theory, and have played an increasingly important role in recent work on moonshine-type phenomena [Gan09, Tho10, GPRV13, CdLW16]. The most famous example of a finite group acting on a conformal field theory is certainly the Monster group $\mathbb{M}$ acting on its natural “moonshine” representation $V^\natural$. The main result of this paper is a calculation of the corresponding moonshine anomaly $\omega^\natural \in H^3(\mathbb{M}, U(1))$, showing in particular that it does not vanish:

Theorem 1. The order of $\omega^\natural \in H^3(\mathbb{M}, U(1))$ is exactly 24. Although Chern and fractional Pontryagin classes can arise as anomalies, $\omega^\natural$ is neither a Chern nor a fractional Pontryagin class of any representation of $\mathbb{M}$.

The proof of Theorem 1 occupies most of Section 3. Specifically, in Section 3.1 we check that $H^3(\mathbb{M}, U(1))$ has no elements with order divisible by the primes $p = 11$ or $p \geq 17$; Section 3.2 shows that the order of $\omega^\natural$ is not divisible by the primes $p = 5, 7,$ or $13$, and is divisible by 3 but not 9; and we show that 8 but not 16 divides the order of $\omega^\natural$ in Section 3.3. Section 3.4 proves that $\omega^\natural$ is not a Chern class. Section 3.5 contains some further remarks about the value of $\omega^\natural$.

A main step in the proof is the following result due jointly to the author and D. Treumann. Let $C_{00} = 2.C_{01}$ denote Conway’s largest group, and $\Lambda$ the Leech lattice.

Theorem 2 ([JFT18]). $H^3(C_{00}, U(1))$ is cyclic of order 24, generated by $\frac{p_2}{2}(\Lambda \otimes \mathbb{R})$, the first fractional Pontryagin class of the 24-dimensional defining representation of $C_{00}$. □

By Example 2.1.1, the anomalies of permutation orbifolds are always Pontryagin classes. As explained in Example 2.4.1, the class $\frac{p_2}{2}(\Lambda \otimes \mathbb{R}) \in H^3(C_{00}, U(1))$ is the anomaly for the action of $C_{00}$ on the “super moonshine” module $\text{Fer}(24)/\mathbb{Z}_2$ of [Dun07, DMC15], and Pontryagin and Chern classes of finite-dimensional representations of a group $G$ can always be realized as the anomalies of actions of $G$ on free fermion models. There is an a priori upper bound on the orders of Pontryagin and Chern classes of representations that are (like $\Lambda$) defined over $\mathbb{Z}$, coming from the fact that the fourth integral group cohomology of $GL(N, \mathbb{Z})$ for $N \gg 0$ is $\mathbb{Z}_{24} \oplus \mathbb{Z}_2^2$ [Arl84]. Generalizing from characteristic classes to CFT anomalies suggests:
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Conjecture 1. Let $V$ be a holomorphic conformal field theory and $G \subset \text{Aut}(V)$ a finite group of automorphisms such that both $V$ and the action of $G$ are defined over $\mathbb{Z}$. Then the corresponding anomaly $\omega_V \in H^3(G, U(1))$ has order dividing 24.

We will not try to make precise in this paper what it should mean to say that a conformal field theory is “defined over $\mathbb{Z}$.” Almost surely the correct notion is that of a vertex operator algebra equipped with an integral form as in [DG12]. However, for technical reasons we do not model conformal field theories in this paper as vertex operator algebras, using instead conformal nets of von Neumann algebras (see Section 2.2), and we do not claim to know what a “conformal net over $\mathbb{Z}$” should be.

As discussed in [HC11, Gan16], one can predict the order of the moonshine anomaly $\omega_5$ using vertex operator algebraic methods familiar to moonshine theorists. We do not follow that route: the calculations in this paper depend instead on methods native to the cohomology of finite groups (e.g. maximal subgroups, spectral sequences) and to topological field theory (e.g. fusion categories). The inputs we use from conformal field theory are the existence of $V_2$, and hence of $\omega_5$, and its relationship to the Leech lattice conformal field theory $V_\Lambda$. Specifically, there is a well-known [CN79] agreement between centralizers of certain elements of $\mathbb{M}$ and of certain elements of $\text{Aut}(V_\Lambda) = \text{hom}(\Lambda, U(1)).\text{Co}_0$, which we will understand as an example of finite group T-duality introduced in Section 2.3. T-duality allows information about anomalies to be moved between conformal field theories related by a cyclic orbifold. We use it extensively in the proof of Theorem 1.

Our proof of Theorem 1 avoids computing much about the group $H^3(\mathbb{M}, U(1))$. Nevertheless, it is very tempting to speculate the following analog of Theorem 2:

Conjecture 2. $H^3(\mathbb{M}, U(1)) \cong \mathbb{Z}_{24}$.

We address this conjecture in Section 3.5 without providing much evidence to support it. In Section 3.4, we show that Conjecture 2 implies:

Conjecture 3. For every complex representation $V$ of $\mathbb{M}$,

$$c_2(V) = 0 \in H^3(\mathbb{M}, U(1)).$$

1.1. Notation and conventions. We mostly follow the ATLAS [CCN+85] for notation for finite groups. For example, when referring to a group, “$n$” denotes the cyclic group of order $n$. We also call this group $\mathbb{Z}_n$, which is its standard name in physics texts, and $\mathbb{F}_n$ when $n$ is prime and we are thinking of it as a field. (Mathematicians sometimes use $\mathbb{Z}_n$ to denote instead the ring of $n$-adic integers.) Elementary abelian groups are denoted $n^k$ and extraspecial groups $n^{1+k}$. An extension with normal subgroup $N$ and cokernel $G$ is denoted $N.G$ or occasionally $NG$; an extension which is known to split is written $N : G$. The conjugacy classes of elements of order $n$ in a group $G$ are named $nA$, $nB$, . . ., ordered by increasing size of the class (decreasing size of the centralizer).

The exponent of a finite group $G$ is the smallest $n$ such that $g^n = 1$ for all $g \in G$. If $G$ is a finite group and $A$ a module thereof, we write $H^*(G, A)$ for the group cohomology of $G$ with coefficients in $A$; this should cause no confusion, since the cohomology of $G$-as-a-space is trivial. When $G$ is a Lie group, we write $H^*(BG)$ to emphasize that the cohomology we consider depends just on the classifying space $BG$ of $G$. We primarily use $U(1)$-coefficients instead of the more mathematically-common $\mathbb{Z}$-coefficients because the former is more physically meaningful. Of course for a finite group $H^*(G, U(1)) \cong H^{*+1}(G, \mathbb{Z})$ is finite of exponent dividing the order of $G$.

The Pontryagin dual of a possibly-infinite abelian group $A$ is $\widehat{A} = \text{hom}(A, U(1))$. We will extend the notation (−) in Section 2.3; the meaning will be clear from context.

1.2. Acknowledgments. I discussed substantial portions of this work with David Treumann, who pointed out that $\omega^5$ might not be a Chern class, and with Marcel Bischoff, who told me a separate conformal-net-theoretic proof of Example 2.1.1 using the main results of [GL96, LX04]. I
thank both of them for their time and attention. Leonard Soicher kindly shared with me matrices satisfying his presentation for Co$_{01}$; these matrices were first computed by Richard Parker and are reproduced in Appendix A. I would also like to thank Lakshya Bhardwaj, Richard Borcherds, Kevin Costello, Davide Gaiotto, Nora Ganter, Andre Henriques, David Jordan, and Alex Weekes for helpful suggestions and discussions, and the referees for their valuable comments. Research at the Perimeter Institute for Theoretical Physics is supported by the Government of Canada through the Department of Innovation, Science and Economic Development Canada and by the Province of Ontario through the Ministry of Research, Innovation and Science.

2. Orbifolds of Conformal Field Theories

In this section, we first review the basic theory of orbifolds of conformal field theories and the corresponding anomalies, beginning with the physical description in Section 2.1 and then mentioning the appropriate mathematical details in Section 2.2. We then introduce a “T-duality” for finite groups in Section 2.3. In Section 2.4 we discuss anomalies and T-duality when fermions are present.

2.1. Physical picture. Before focusing on a precise mathematical model, it is worth recalling the physical meaning of (“gauge” aka “orbifold” aka “‘t Hooft”) anomalies. Much of this story originated in [DVVV89, DPR90] and is well known to experts; I learned the picture of orbifolds as a sandwich construction from K. Costello and D. Gaiotto, who said that it is not due to them but rather “in the air” and who were unable to provide sharper references. It is a special case of the construction detailed in the series [FRS02, FRS04a, FRS04b, FRS05, FFRS06].

Suppose that one has a $d$-spacetime-dimensional quantum field theory $A$ and a finite group $G$ acting on $A$ by global symmetries. (We will care about conformal field theory in dimension $d = 2$.) One can ask to “gauge” the $G$-symmetry — to integrate over the choice of $G$ gauge field. This requires choosing a measure of integration for the gauge field. If $A$ were absent, one could choose a Dijkgraaf–Witten type measure as in [DW90, FQ93], parameterized by a U(1)-cohomology class $[\alpha] \in H^d(G, U(1))$.

Why are Dijkgraaf–Witten actions parameterized by cohomology classes? Any degree-$d$ cochain $\alpha \in C^d(G, U(1))$ provides a putative measure of integration, but consistency under gauge symmetry forces $\alpha$ to be a cocycle, and cohomologous choices of $\alpha$ determine equivalent gauged theories. Actually, as emphasized in [FQ93], the cohomology class $[\alpha]$ determines the QFT up to isomorphism, but not up to canonical isomorphism: to give an isomorphism between the $\alpha$ and $\alpha’$ theories requires providing a solution to $d\beta = \alpha - \alpha’$, modulo varying $\beta \sim \beta + d\gamma$. We will therefore adopt the following mildly abusive notation. We will speak just about the class $[\alpha] \in H^d(G, U(1))$, since that class determines the isomorphism type of the Dijkgraaf–Witten theory, but we will understand that extra data is needed in order to give a trivialization of a trivializable class $[\alpha]$. This extra data lives in a torsor for $H^{d-1}(G, U(1))$, which vanishes in many of the cases where we will actually need a trivialization of $[\alpha]$.

(There is one further correction necessary, which will not matter for this paper. Namely, the most general pure gauge theories are not parameterized by ordinary cohomology but rather by some generalized cohomology theory. For example, in a spin Dijkgraaf–Witten theory $\alpha$ can fail to be an ordinary cocycle if that failure is accommodated by a term that couples to the spin structure.)

In the presence of the quantum field theory $A$, however, the same logic does not force $d\alpha = 0$. Rather, it forces $d\alpha = \omega$, where $\omega$ is some degree-$(d + 1)$ cocycle determined by the way that $G$ acts on $A$ (as well as some auxiliary choices of “coordinates” for the action of $G$ on $A$; under changes of these “coordinates,” $\omega$ changes by the derivative of an explicit $(d+1)$-cochain). In particular, if $\omega$ represents a nontrivial class in cohomology, then the $G$-symmetry cannot be gauged. This cohomology class is called the anomaly of the action of $G$ on $A$. Given a choice of trivialization of the anomaly, the resulting gauged theory will be denoted $A//G$. Gauging is also called “orbifolding” for the following reason. Suppose $A$ quantizes a nonlinear sigma model with target $X$, and the
$G$-action on $A$ comes from an action of $G$ on $X$. Then the gauged theory $A \sslash G$ quantizes a sigma model with target the orbifold $X \sslash G$.

There is a geometric way of thinking about anomalies that will be useful and has the benefit of clarifying exactly where anomalies live. To motivate it, recall the notion of “chiral halves” of a conformal field theory. Any quantum field theory, for example a conformal field theory, has an “algebra” of local observables, where “algebra” is in quotes because different axiomatizations (let alone different types of quantum field theories) involve different types of algebraic operations. In general quantum field theories are not determined by their algebras of local observables, but two-dimensional quantum field theories usually are. Suppose that $A$ is a two-dimensional conformal field theory. Its algebra of local observables, which we will in an abuse of notation also denote by $A$, has two subalgebras $V$ and $W$ consisting respectively of the chiral and antichiral observables. The theory $A$ is heterotic when $V \neq W$, and holomorphic when $W$ is trivial.

Just as every harmonic function is a sum of holomorphic and antiholomorphic pieces, so too is $A$ generated by its subalgebras $V$ and $W$, but just as there’s a constant ambiguity in the choice of splitting of a function, so too are there relations between $V$ and $W$ in $A$. To describe these relations involves moving briefly into three dimensions.

The algebras $V$ and $W$ are each algebras of local observables, but they do not typically define full quantum field theories the way $A$ does. Instead, each of $V$ and $W$ describes a (chiral or antichiral) boundary condition for a three-dimensional “bulk” quantum field theory, canonically determined by the boundary chiral algebra, and $A$ is the result of sandwiching a thin piece of the bulk QFT between the boundary conditions $V$ and $W$:
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The best situation is when $V$ is “rational” (the name comes from the case of a string moving in $R/2\pi R \mathbb{Z}$: the chiral algebra for such a theory is rational iff $R$ is), in which case the three-dimensional bulk theory is a topological quantum field theory of Reshetikhin–Turaev type with modular tensor category of line operators equal to the modular tensor category of vertex modules for $V$. Here and throughout this section, we will write $Z(V)$ for the bulk quantum field theory for which $V$ describes a boundary condition. Reshetikhin–Turaev type TQFTs are determined by their MTCs of line operators, and so, provided $V$ is rational, we can write $Z(V)$ both for the 3d TQFT admitting $V$ as a boundary condition and also for the MTC of vertex modules for $V$.

To justify the letter “$Z$,” consider the case when $V$ is not chiral but rather topological. Then $V$ is fully determined by its fusion category of line defects, and so we will write “$V$” also for that fusion category. In this case, the three-dimensional bulk theory is the Turaev–Viro type TQFT determined by the fusion category $V$. Turaev–Viro type TQFTs are a special case of Reshetikhin–Turaev type TQFTs; the MTC defining the Reshetin–Turaev theory is the Drinfel’d center of $V$, usually denoted $Z(V)$, hence the more general notation above [TV17, Theorem 17.1] (see also [TV10, Bal12]). Indeed, a Turaev–Viro type TQFT depends only on the Morita equivalence class of its input fusion category $V$, which in turn can be reconstructed from the Drinfel’d center $Z(V)$ by [ENO11, Theorem 3.1], so the notation is fully justified in this case. (Another justifying example occurs one dimensional lower. Suppose $V$ is a separable symmetric Frobenius algebra. Then one
can build a two-dimensional TQFT from $V$ determined by the condition that it admits a boundary condition with boundary observables in the algebra $V$; the bulk theory is described by the center of the algebra $V$.

Combining the chiral and topological cases, one way to construct holomorphic two-dimensional conformal field theories is to find a chiral algebra $V$ and a fusion category $W$ and an identification $Z(V) \cong Z(W)$ (of 3d TQFTs or equivalently of modular tensor categories). This is how we will construct the orbifold $A \sslash G$, where $A$ is a holomorphic conformal field theory with a $G$-action. The idea is to arrange a sandwich where the bulk theory is a pure $G$-gauge theory, and where the boundary condition “$V$” looks like $A$ together with “Neumann” boundary conditions for the bulk gauge fields. The boundary values of the gauge fields should of course couple to the $A$-system following the data of the action of $G$ on $A$. The boundary local observables for such a bulk-boundary system are precisely the $G$-fixed points in the algebra $A$, and so we will write $V = A^G$. This notation is particularly justified when the $G$ action on $A$ is faithful, as then this boundary condition is determined by its algebra of local observables, and the bulk theory $Z(A^G)$ is determined by the boundary chiral algebra $A^G$. Since $Z(A^G)$ is a pure gauge theory in three dimensions, it is a Dijkgraaf–Witten theory for some class $\omega \in \text{H}^3(G, \text{U}(1))$, which we will see is precisely the anomaly described earlier. The chiral algebra $A^G$ is called the chiral orbifold of $A$ by $G$.

What about the boundary condition “$W$”? Pure gauge theory always admits a “Dirichlet” boundary condition. Indeed, Dijkgraaf–Witten theory for $\omega \in \text{H}^3(G, \text{U}(1))$ has as its category of (bulk) line defects the Drinfel’d center $Z(\text{Vect}^\omega[G])$, where $\text{Vect}^\omega[G]$ denotes the grouplike fusion category whose simple objects are indexed by $G$ and whose associator is $\omega$ (see [EGNO15, Example 2.3.8]). The pure-Dirichlet boundary condition is the topological boundary condition whose boundary line defects are in $\text{Vect}^\omega[G]$ itself. Suppose that $\omega = 0$ is trivialized. Such a choice of trivialization determines a second topological boundary condition via the equivalence $Z(\text{Vect}^{\omega=0}[G]) \cong Z(\text{Rep}(G))$; this second boundary condition is “pure Neumann.” If one imposes both Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions on the same field, that field simply evaporates from the quantum field theory, and so the sandwich of $A^G$ with $\text{Vect}^\omega[G]$ is simply $A$. On the other hand, imposing Neumann boundary conditions twice is the same as doing the path integral. By definition, the full orbifold $A \sslash G$ is the sandwich of $A^G$ and $\text{Rep}(G)$; note that it can be constructed only when the anomaly $\omega$ has been trivialized.

There is a Morita equivalence of fusion categories $\text{Vect}^{\omega=0}[G] \simeq \text{Rep}(G)$ [Nik13, Example 3.15], which provides an invertible topological defect between Neumann and Dirichlet boundary conditions and hence between $A$ and $A \sslash G$.

\[
Z(A^G) \cong Z(\text{Vect}[G]) \cong Z(\text{Rep}(G))
\]

The description of $A^G$ as a conformal boundary condition for $Z(\text{Vect}^\omega[G])$ explains the relationship between anomalies and the multipliers for twisted-twining genera [GPRV13, Section 3]. Indeed, following [Gan09], let $M = M_1$ denote the moduli stack of elliptic curves and let $M_G$ denote the moduli stack of elliptic curves equipped with a principal $G$-bundle, and let $L_\omega$ denote the line bundle thereon constructed from $\omega$. The Hilbert space that the Dijkgraaf–Witten theory
Suppose that Example 2.1.1. the symmetric group $\Sigma$ contains a subgroup generated by $ST^nS^{-1}$, where $S, T \in \text{SL}(2, \mathbb{Z})$ are the standard generators. As explained in [GPRV13, §3.3], the monodromy along this loop in the line bundle $\omega$ — the “multiplier” for the action of $ST^nS^{-1}$ on the character of $g$ — equals the value of $\omega$ when evaluated on the 3-cycle represented by $\sum_{k=0}^{n-1} g \otimes g^k \otimes g$.

**Example 2.1.1.** Suppose that $V$ is a holomorphic conformal field theory and consider the permutation action of the symmetric group $G = S_n$ on $A = V^\otimes n$. It is commonly believed (see e.g. the conjecture of Müger [Tur10, Appendix 5, Conjecture 6.3] or the remark on p. 2 of [Dav13]) that such permutation actions are nonanomalous. This belief is false. The correct statement is that the anomaly is $c_{p_1}$, where $c$ is the central charge of $V$ and $p_1 \in H^2(S_n, U(1))$ is the first Pontryagin class of the permutation representation of $S_n$. When $n \geq 6$, the class $p_1$ has order $12$ in $H^2(S_n, U(1)) \cong \mathbb{Z}_{12} \oplus \mathbb{Z}_2^3$ [Tho86, Theorem 7.1] (when $n \leq 6$, the order of $p_1$ divides but can be less than $12$), and, for bosonic conformal field theories, $c$ is divisible by $8$, so the anomaly has order dividing $3$. It is nontrivial, for example, for $V = E_8, V = E_8$, the lattice conformal field theory corresponding to the $E_8$ lattice.

To see that the anomaly can be nonzero, consider the action of an $n$-cycle $(1 \ldots n) \in S_n$. Let $\chi_V(q) = \text{tr}(q^{L_0 - c/24}; V)$ denote the graded dimension of $V$. A straightforward combinatorics exercise shows:

$$\text{tr}(q^{L_0 - nc/24}; V^\otimes n) = \chi_V(q^n).$$

Note that the central charge of $V^\otimes n$ is $nc$ if $V$ has central charge $c$. If $V$ is bosonic and holomorphic, then $S \in \text{SL}(2, \mathbb{Z})$ fixes $\chi_V$ but $T$ acts on $\chi_V$ with eigenvalue $\exp(2\pi ic/24)$. Recalling that $q = \exp(2\pi i\tau)$ and that $S : \tau \mapsto -1/\tau$ and $T : \tau \mapsto \tau + 1$, it is not hard to compute that $ST^nS^{-1}$ acts on $\text{tr}(q^{L_0 - nc/24}; V^\otimes n)$ with eigenvalue $\exp(2\pi ic/24)$.

One can summarize with the following slogan: for permutation orbifolds, the “gauge anomaly” $\omega$ is precisely the “gravitational anomaly” $\exp(2\pi ic/24)$.

**Example 2.1.2.** The story above is not special to dimensions two and three: what is special in those dimensions is the description of Neumann and Dirichlet boundary conditions as different Turaev–Viro presentations of the same Reshetikhin–Turaev theory. One dimensional lower, the analog of a holomorphic conformal field theory is a separable symmetric Frobenius algebra $A$ with trivial center $Z(A) = \mathbb{C}$. Such $A$ provides the boundary observables for a boundary condition for the trivial two-dimensional theory; i.e. a one-dimensional field theory. Indeed, such $A$ is necessarily a matrix algebra $A = \text{End}(\mathbb{C}^n)$, and the Hilbert space for the one-dimensional field theory is $\mathbb{C}^n$.

Suppose that a finite group $G$ acts on $A = \text{End}(\mathbb{C}^n)$ by algebra automorphisms. The anomaly $\omega \in H^2(G, U(1))$ is the obstruction to making this action inner — the failure for this action to descend to an action of $G$ on $\mathbb{C}^n$ — and the orbifold theory, if $\omega = 0$, should have as its Hilbert space the $G$-fixed subspace $(\mathbb{C}^n)^G$. Assuming the action of $G$ on $A$ is faithful, for arbitrary $\omega$, $A^G$ is Morita equivalent to the $\omega$-twisted group algebra $\mathbb{C}^\omega[G]$. In particular, $Z(A^G) = Z(\mathbb{C}^\omega[G])$, and $\mathbb{C}^\omega[G]$ defines defines the “Dirichlet” boundary condition in bulk-boundary story above. When $\omega$ has been trivialized, the “pure Neumann” boundary condition arises from the well-known isomorphism between the algebra $Z(\mathbb{C}^{\omega=0}[G])$ of class functions and the algebra $R(G)$ of characters.

In high dimensions, not all finite group gauge theories are of Dijkgraaf–Witten type. Rather, they arise from integrating the gauge degrees of freedom in a symmetry protected topological phase
of matter. SPT phases are classified not by ordinary cohomology theory, but rather by some generalized cohomology theory, which (if one works only with bosonic theories) agrees with ordinary cohomology in low dimensions. Some discussion of the relationship between anomalies and SPT phases can be found for example in [Wen13, GJF17].

2.2. Mathematical foundations. There are two popular mathematical formalisms for the al-
gebras of observables in chiral conformal field theories. A vertex operator algebra is the “Taylor expansion” at a point of the chiral algebra of all observables. Living in the purely algebraic world of power series, vertex operator algebras are very good for explicit computation. A chiral con-
formal net encodes instead those observables that are “smeared” along intervals in the unit circle surrounding the expansion point. Chiral conformal nets come from the world of von Neumann algebras and algebraic quantum field theory. The axioms of both formalisms are widely available and will not be reviewed here.

Both formalisms provide precise definitions for adjectives like “rational” and “holomorphic,” and it is widely believed but not yet known that the rational conformal field theories in the two formalisms agree. Many special cases of their agreement are known. First, as proved in [Bis12, Chapter 7], the two formalisms are equivalent in the case when one has a chiral conformal field theory $V$ of central charge $c \in \frac{1}{2}\mathbb{Z}$ together with an injection $\text{Vir}_{1/2} \hookrightarrow V$, where $\text{Vir}_{1/2}$ denotes the $c = \frac{1}{2}$ Virasoro algebra. Such algebras are called framed following [DGH98], which is both well-
deserved and also dangerous, since they are defined on oriented, not framed, complex curves. The conformal field theories we will use in this paper — the Leech lattice CFT $V_\Lambda$ and the moonshine CFT $V^\natural$ — are framed [KL06, Examples 2.9 and 3.8], and so results proved about them in one formalism can be moved to the other. Second, the main purpose of [CKLW15] is to formulate an analytic condition on a CFT called “strong locality” and to show that the two formalisms agree when the CFT is strongly local. The moonshine CFT is strongly local [CKLW15, Theorem 8.15], and there are no rational CFTs which are known to fail to be strongly local.

So far, the formalism of conformal nets has provided more powerful structural and category-theoretic results about conformal field theories. In particular, the orbifold/anomaly story of the previous section can be made fully rigorous in that formalism. On the vertex algebra side, the final missing piece is to show that if $V$ is rational, so is $V^G$. The full result has been announced in various conferences, and the strongest version to appear in print is the main result of [CM16] covering the case when $G$ is solvable. On the conformal net side, the existence of the anomaly in $H^3(G, U(1))$, together with how it controls the orbifold problem for holomorphic conformal field theories, was announced but not proven in [Müg10, Corollary 3.6], and is physically justified in [DVVV89, DPR90].

Proposition 2.2.1 ([Müg10, Corollary 3.6]). Let $A$ be a holomorphic conformal net and $G$ a finite group acting faithfully on $A$, and let $A^G$ denote the $G$-fixed sub conformal net. Then there is an anomaly $\omega \in H^3(G, U(1))$ with the properties that the modular category $Z(A^G)$ of vertex modules for $A^G$ is naturally equivalent to the Drinfel’d center $Z(\text{Vect}^\omega[G])$ of the pointed fusion category $\text{Vect}^\omega[G]$ with associator determined by $\omega$. Trivializations of $\omega$ correspond to choices of full orbifold $A \sslash G$.

There does not seem to be a complete statement and proof of this result in the literature, but it follows immediately from the work [Xu00, Kir02, DMNO13, BKL15]:

Proof. The main result of [Kir02] is a proof of this claim under the additional hypothesis that $A^G$ is rational. Although that paper is phrased in terms of vertex algebras, the proof is essentially model-independent, and applies equally well in the world of chiral conformal nets. Rationality of $A^G$, provided $A$ is rational and $G$ is finite, is the main result of [Xu00]. (In the conformal net literature, what we call “rationality” is usually referred to as “complete rationality.”)
The only model-dependent result needed in [Kir02] is a characterization of extensions $V \subset W$ of chiral algebras in terms of certain algebra objects in $Z(V)$ — these are called “étale algebras” in [DMNO13] and “Q-systems” in [BKL15]. On the vertex algebra side, this characterization is due to [KO02]. On the conformal net side, it is the main result of [BKL15]; see also [LR95]. In particular, [BKL15, Proposition 6.6] applied to the extension $A^G \subset A$ implies that $Z(A^G)$ contains what in the language of [DMNO13] is called a “Lagrangian algebra.” By [DMNO13, Corollary 4.1], this Lagrangian algebra is equivalent to a choice of fusion category $C$ with $Z(A^G) = Z(C)$, and the arguments of [Kir02] verify that $C = \text{Vect}^\omega[G]$. Finally, as remarked already in Section 2.1, each trivialization of $\omega$ produces an equivalence $Z(\text{Vect}^\omega=0[G]) = Z(\text{Rep}(G))$, and so a new Lagrangian algebra in $Z(A^G) = Z(\text{Vect}^\omega=0[G])$, and so a new extension $A^G \subset A \parallel G$ with $A \parallel G$ holomorphic.

The series [BDH09, BDH13, BDH15, BDH16, BDH17] provides a context in which the entire story of Section 2.1 can be mathematically realized, and in particular provides a clean interpretation of the anomaly $\omega$. Specifically, that series builds a symmetric monoidal 3-category $\text{ConfNet}$ whose objects are rational conformal nets. $\text{ConfNet}$ is a higher-categorical analog of the symmetric monoidal bicategory $\text{Alg}$, first constructed in [Bén67], whose objects are associative algebras and morphisms are bimodules. Given a rational conformal net $V$, its modular tensor category $Z(V)$ of vertex modules arises in $\text{ConfNet}$ as the 1-category of endo-2-morphisms of the identity 1-morphism from $V$ to itself. (As in Section 2.1, the notation $Z(V)$ is chosen in analogy with the cases of associative algebras and fusion categories. For example, if $V \in \text{Alg}$ were an associative algebra, then its center $Z(V)$ would arise as the algebra of endo-2-morphisms of the identity 1-morphism on $V$.) According to [BDH09, Theorem 2], every rational conformal net is 3-dualizable, and so defines via [Lur09] a fully-extended three-dimensional TFT valued in $\text{ConfNet}$. By design, this TFT is the Reshetikhin–Turaev theory determined by $Z(V)$.

Holomorphic conformal nets are invertible in $\text{ConfNet}$ [DH, Theorem 3.23]. In a symmetric monoidal category, all invertible objects have canonically-identified spaces of endomorphisms. Thus an action of $G$ on a holomorphic conformal net determines a (homotopy class of) map(s) $\omega : B G \rightarrow B \text{Aut}_{\text{ConfNet}}(\text{TrivialObject})$. The latter is a $K(U(1), 3)$, via a bosonic version of [DH, Theorem 3.19]. (Specifically: the paper [DH] works with $\mathbb{Z}/2$-graded conformal nets; if, following [BDH09, BDH13, BDH15, BDH16, BDH17], one works instead with bosonic conformal nets, [DH, Theorem 3.19] identifies the endomorphism 2-category of any invertible conformal net with the Morita 2-category of von Neumann algebras, which has just one isomorphism class of invertible object and just one isomorphism class of invertible 2-morphism. $\text{ConfNet}$ is a 3-category, and so $B \text{Aut}_{\text{ConfNet}}(\text{TrivialObject})$ should be read as a homotopy 3-type rather than a specific space.) In particular, maps into $\text{Aut}_{\text{ConfNet}}(\text{TrivialObject})$ are naturally identified with classes in $H^3(-, U(1))$, and the map $\omega$ is the anomaly.

2.3. T-duality for finite groups. Suppose now that the group $G$ acting on a holomorphic conformal field theory $V$ has a cyclic normal subgroup of order $n$, so that $G$ is an extension of shape $G = n.J$ for some finite group $J = G/n$. (We continue to follow the ATLAS [CCN+85] and let “$n$” denote a cyclic group of order $n$.) In practice, such groups arise as centralizers and normalizers of cyclic subgroups $n \leftrightarrow \text{Aut}(V)$. Suppose further that the anomaly $\omega \in H^3(G, U(1))$ of the action of $G$ on $V$ trivializes when restricted to the subgroup $n$. (Since $n$ is cyclic, $H^3(n, U(1)) = 0$, and so there is no data in the choice of trivialization.) By the above discussion, one can produce the orbifold conformal field theory $V \parallel n$. An interesting question to ask is: what group acts on $V \parallel n$, and with what anomaly?

The special case $\omega = 0$ of this question is answered in [BT17]. We will give the answer under the assumption $H^1(J, n) = H^1(J, \tilde{n}) = 0$, where $\tilde{n} = \text{hom}(n, U(1))$ denotes the Pontryagin dual cyclic group to $n$. (We will distinguish $n$ from $\tilde{n}$ in what follows, not least to accommodate the case that $n \subset G$ is normal but not central, in which case the $J$-actions on $n$ and $\tilde{n}$ might not
be isomorphic.) This assumption holds in all the cases we will care about in Section 3.2. It is convenient because it means that there is no essential ambiguity in choosing a cocycle for a class in $H^1(J, n)$ or $H^1(J, \hat{n})$. Indeed, any two cocycles will then differ by the derivative of a unique cohomology class of 1-cochains. (Of course, two not-necessarily-closed cochains are cohomologous if they differ by an exact cocycle.)

Any group extension provides a Lyndon–Hochschild–Serre (LHS) spectral sequence. The $E_2$-page of the spectral sequence, in the case of the extension $G = n.J$, is $H^*(J, H^*(n, U(1)))$, and the sequence converges to $H^*(G, U(1))$. In total degree 3 the LHS spectral sequence writes $H^3(G, U(1))$ as an extension

$$H^3(G, U(1)) = \text{(quotient of } H^3(J, U(1))) \text{ (sub of } H^2(J, \hat{n})) . H^2(n, U(1)),$$

where we have used the isomorphisms $H^1(n, U(1)) = \hat{n}$, $H^2(n, U(1)) = 0$, and $H^1(J, \hat{n}) = 0$ to simplify the formulas. The quotients and sub are, of course, cut out by the higher-degree differentials in the spectral sequence. The map $H^3(G, U(1)) \to H^3(n, U(1))$ takes $\omega \mapsto \omega|_n$. By assumption, $\omega|_n = 0$. The class $\omega$ therefore determines an element $\alpha \in (\text{sub of } H^2(J, \hat{n}))$.

$$H^0(J, \text{Sym}^2(\hat{n}))$$

$$\begin{array}{ccc}
0 & 0 & 0 \\
\ast & 0 & H^2(J, \hat{n}) \\
\ast & \ast & H^3(J, U(1)) \rightarrow H^4(J, U(1))
\end{array}$$

To give the remaining datum of $\omega$ requires understanding the $d_2$ differential in the spectral sequence. Let $\kappa \in H^2(J, n)$ classify the extension $G = n.J$. Write $\langle , \rangle$ for the pairing $\hat{n} \otimes n \to U(1)$ and $\langle \cup \rangle$ for the induced pairing $H^i(J, n) \otimes H^j(J, \hat{n}) \to H^{i+j}(J, n \otimes \hat{n}) \to H^{i+j}(J, U(1))$. Then

$$d_2(\alpha) = \langle \alpha \cup \kappa \rangle \in H^4(J, U(1)).$$

Choose cocycles for $\alpha$ and $\kappa$. Then the final datum of $\omega$ is a cohomology class of solutions $\beta \in C^3(J, U(1))$ to

$$d\beta = \langle \alpha \cup \kappa \rangle .$$

The above equation for $\beta$ is manifestly symmetric under switching the roles of $\alpha$ and $\kappa$. We can therefore define the $T$-dual of the pair $(G = n.J, \omega \in H^2(G, U(1)))$ to be the pair $(\hat{G}, \hat{\omega})$ where $\hat{G} = \hat{n}.J$ is classified by $\alpha$ and where $\hat{\omega} \in H^0(\hat{G}, U(1))$ is the cohomology class assembled from the data $(\kappa, \beta)$. This “finite group T-duality” is obviously an involution. The name comes from thinking of the cyclic group $n$ as a “finite circle,” the extension $G = n.J$ as a “finite circle bundle,” the Pontryagin dual group $\hat{n}$ as the “dual circle,” the extension $\hat{G}$ as the “dual circle bundle,” and the anomaly $\omega \in H^3(G, U(1))$ as the “Kalb–Ramond field.”

**Proposition 2.3.1.** With notation as above, suppose that $G = n.J$ acts on a holomorphic conformal field theory $V$ with anomaly $\omega$. Then the $T$-dual group $\hat{G}$ acts on the orbifold $V//n$ with $T$-dual anomaly $\hat{\omega}$.

**Proof.** We first reformulate T-duality in terms of fusion categories. The requirements $G = n.J$ and $\omega|_n = 0$ are equivalent to saying that $\text{vect}^\omega[G]$ is a $J$-graded extension of $\text{vect}[n]$. The main theorem of [ENO10] (see also [JL09]) classifies $J$-graded extensions of $\text{vect}[n]$. The first datum in that classification is a map $J \to O(n \oplus \hat{n})$, where the latter denotes the group of transformations that are orthogonal for the canonical pairing. The actions corresponding to group extensions $G = n.J$ are precisely those where the map $J \to O(n \oplus \hat{n})$ factors through the map $J \to GL(n) \cong GL(\hat{n})$ giving the outer action of $J$ on $n$. The next datum is the class $\kappa \oplus \alpha \in H^2(J, n \oplus \hat{n})$. This datum cannot be arbitrary: the obstruction $\langle \alpha \cup \kappa \rangle \in H^4(J, U(1))$ must vanish. The third and final datum
needed is a cohomology class of solutions $\beta$ to $d\beta = \langle \alpha \cup \kappa \rangle$ (for some choices of cocycles of $\kappa$ and $\alpha$). The appendix to [ENO10] identifies these data with the components of the expansion of $\omega$ via the LHS spectral sequence for $H^\bullet(n, J, U(1))$. The classification is manifestly invariant under Pontryagin duality $n \leftrightarrow \hat{n}$. Indeed, as observed in [ENO10], the classification of $J$-graded extensions of $\text{Vect}[n]$ depends only on the Morita equivalence class of the fusion category $\text{Vect}[n]$, and Pontryagin duality corresponds to the Morita equivalence $\text{Vect}[n] \simeq \text{Rep}(n) = \text{Vect}[\hat{n}]$ of [Nik13, Example 3.15].

The fusion-categorical reformulation in hand, it is straightforward to confirm that if $G = n \cdot J$ acts on $V$ with anomaly $\omega$, then $\hat{G}$ acts on $V \sslash n$ with anomaly $\hat{\omega}$. Indeed, consider $V$ and $V \sslash n$ each as extensions of $V^G$. As in the proof of Proposition 2.2.1, the two extensions correspond to two different Lagrangian algebras in $\mathcal{Z}(V^G) = \mathcal{Z}(\text{Vect}^\omega[G])$, or equivalently two different fusion categories with center $\mathcal{Z}(V^G)$. One is simply $\text{Vect}^\omega[G]$. The other is easily seen to be $\text{Vect}^{\hat{\omega}}[\hat{G}]$, by inspecting the construction from [ENO10]. This forces $V^G$ to be precisely the fixed points of an action of $\hat{G}$, with anomaly $\hat{\omega}$, on $V \sslash n$.

Since T-duality is involutive, one immediately finds the following examples. Suppose $g \in \text{Aut}(V)$ is an element of order $n$, generating the subgroup $(g) \cong n$, and suppose that this subgroup acts nonanomalously on $V$. The T-dual element $\hat{g}$ of $g$ is the generator of the dual $\hat{n}$ acting on $V \sslash (g)$ (normalized so that $(\hat{g}, g) = \exp(2\pi i/n) \in U(1)$). Then the centralizer $C(g) \subset \text{Aut}(V)$ of $g$ is T-dual to the centralizer $C(\hat{g}) \subset \text{Aut}(V \sslash (g))$, and the normalizer $N((g)) \subset \text{Aut}(V)$ of the subgroup $(g)$ is T-dual to $N((\hat{g})) \subset \text{Aut}(V \sslash (g))$.

2.4. Super case. Although it will not play a role in this paper, it’s worth mentioning for completeness the description of orbifolds of possibly-fermionic conformal field theories. If $V$ is allowed to have fermions, then the anomaly of an action of $G$ on $V$ is not a class in $H^3(G, U(1))$. It is instead a class in the “extended supercohomology” of [WG17], which, as explained in [GJF17], is the generalized cohomology theory corresponding to the spectrum $S = \text{Superalg}_C^\omega$ with homotopy groups $\pi_{-2}S = \pi_{-1}S = \mathbb{Z}_2$ and $\pi_0S = U(1)$ and k-invariants $\text{Sq}^2 : \mathbb{Z}_2 \to \mathbb{Z}_2$ and $\exp(\pi i \text{Sq}^2) : \mathbb{Z}_2 \to U(1)$.

(The two possible $j$-invariants in this case give equivalent spectra.) A cocycle $\omega \in Z^3(S, G)$ consists of cochains $\omega_1 \in C^3(G, \mathbb{Z}_2)$, $\omega_2 \in C^2(G, \mathbb{Z}_2)$, and $\omega_3 \in C^3(G, U(1))$ solving $d\omega_1 = 0$, $d\omega_2 = \text{Sq}^2 \omega_1$, and $d\omega_3 = \exp(\pi i \text{Sq}^2 \omega_2 + (\text{term involving } \omega_1))$. Let $S'$ denote the spectrum with homotopy groups $\pi_{-1}S' = \pi_0S' = \mathbb{Z}_2$ and k-invariant $\text{Sq}^2$. Then $H^3(S, G)$ fits into a long exact sequence like

$$\cdots \to H^3(G, U(1)) \to H^3(G, S) \to H^2(G, S') \to \cdots$$

The map $H^3(G, U(1)) \to H^3(G, S)$ corresponds to considering a bosonic conformal field theory as a possibly-fermionic one.

One can understand the anomaly in various ways. In terms of the induced action of $G$ on the trivial 3D theory $\mathcal{Z}(V)$, the spectrum $S$ appears as a connective cover of the Pontryagin dual to $\text{Spin}$ Cobordism. The anomaly $\omega \in H^3(G, S)$ also has meaning in terms of the super fusion category of solitons on $V$ that restrict to honest modules on $V^G$. As in the even case, there is a “unique” irreducible $g$-graded soliton (aka twisted $S$) $V_g$ for each $g \in G$, where “unique” means up to possibly-odd isomorphism. Then $\omega_1(g) \in \mathbb{Z}_2$ measures whether the endomorphism algebra of $V_g$ is $\mathbb{C}$ or Cliff$_{C}(1)$ (objects of the latter type are called Majorana), and $\omega_2(g_1, g_2) \in \mathbb{Z}_2$ measures whether the isomorphism $V_{g_1} \otimes V_{g_2} \cong V_{g_1 g_2}$ is even or odd. Finally, $\omega_3$ is the associator familiar from the non-super case.

As in the bosonic case, if $G$ acts on $V$ with anomaly $\omega$, then orbifolds $V \sslash G$ depend on a choice of trivialization of $\omega$. Unlike in the bosonic case, if $G$ is cyclic of even order, there is a choice in the trivialization. To trivialize $\omega$, one first must trivialize $\omega_1 \in H^3(G, \mathbb{Z}_2)$; this either trivializes or it doesn’t. Such a choice makes $\omega_2$, which originally lives in a torsor for $H^2(G, \mathbb{Z}_2)$, into an honest cohomology class; one must then trivialize $\omega_2$, and there are $H^1(G, \mathbb{Z}_2)$-many ways to do so.
This group is a copy of \( \mathbb{Z}_2 \) when \( G = \mathbb{Z}_{2n} \), whereas in the bosonic case there was no “\( \omega_2 \)” needing trivialization. Finally, any such choice makes \( \omega_2 \) into an honest cohomology class, and one must trivialize it — there are \( H^2(G, U(1)) \) many choices for the trivialization, and this group vanishes for \( G \) cyclic.

Super T-duality is clearest when \( \omega_1 = 0 \). Then \( \omega = (\omega_2, \omega_3) \) is a class in the restricted supercohomology of [GW14]. More pedantically, a cocycle representative of \( \omega \) consists of a cocycle \( \omega_2 \in \mathbb{Z}^2(G, \mathbb{Z}_2) \) and a cochain \( \omega_3 \in C^3(G, \mathbb{U}(1)) \) solving \( d\omega_3 = (-1)^{\text{Sq}^2 \omega_2} = (-1)^{\omega_2 \cup \omega_2} \), which in the notation of Section 2.3 is \( d\omega_3 = (\omega_2 \cup \omega_2) \).

The super fusion category \( \text{SUPERV Vect}^+ [\hat{G}] \) has an underlying non-super fusion category. It is again group-like of shape \( \text{Vect} \hat{\omega} [\hat{G}] \), where \( \hat{G} = 2.G \) is the extension classified by \( \omega_2 \in H^2(G, \mathbb{Z}_2) \). The associator is \( \hat{\omega} = \omega_2 + \omega_3 \in H^3(\hat{G}, \mathbb{U}(1)) \); it exists because of the equation \( d\omega_3 = (\omega_2 \cup \omega_2) \), just as in Section 2.3. The pair \((\hat{G}, \hat{\omega})\) is called the bosonic shadow of \((G, \omega)\) in [BGK16].

Suppose now that \( G = n.J \) and that \( \omega|_n = 0 \) (meaning of course that a trivialization has been chosen). Construct its bosonic shadow \( \hat{G} = 2.n.J \). Since \( \omega|_n = 0 \), the subgroup \( 2.n = \tilde{n} \subset \hat{G} \) is a direct product: \( \hat{G} = (2 \times n).J = n.\tilde{n}.J \). Applying the bosonic T-duality from Section 2.3 produces a new group \( \hat{G} = \tilde{n}.J = \check{n}.2.J \). One has \( \check{n}.2 = \tilde{n} \times 2 \), and so we can write \( \hat{G} = 2.\check{n}.J \).

Define \( \check{G} = \hat{G}/2 = \check{n}.J \). To complete the construction, one checks that the T-dual bosonic anomaly \( \check{\omega} \in H^3(2.\hat{G}, \mathbb{U}(1)) \) splits as \( \check{\omega}_2 + \check{\omega}_3 \) with \( d\check{\omega}_3 = (\check{\omega}_2 \cup \check{\omega}_2) \); then \( \check{\omega} = (\check{\omega}_2, \check{\omega}_3) \) is the dual super anomaly for \( \check{G} \).

**Example 2.4.1.** An important class of fermionic conformal field theories are the free Majorana fermion models \( \text{Fer}(n) \) of central charge \( c = \frac{n}{2} \). The automorphism group of \( \text{Fer}(n) \) is \( \text{O}(n) \). According to [DH11], the anomaly of an action \( G \to \text{O}(n) \) is precisely the string obstruction — the obstruction to lifting the action to a map \( G \to \text{String}(n) \), which by definition is the 3-connected cover of \( \text{O}(n) \). \( \text{String}(n) \) fits into a tower \( \cdots \to \text{String}(n) \to \text{Spin}(n) \to \text{SO}(n) \to \text{O}(n) \). The obstruction \( \omega \) can be understood in pieces by trying to lift into the intermediate groups, and these pieces match the ones above: \( \omega_1 \) is the first Stiefel–Whitney class, obstructing the lift from \( \text{O}(n) \) to \( \text{SO}(n) \); \( \omega_2 \) is the second Stiefel–Whitney class, obstructing the lift from \( \text{SO}(n) \) to \( \text{Spin}(n) \); and \( \omega_3 = \frac{n}{2} \) is the first fractional Pontryagin class, obstructing the lift from \( \text{Spin}(n) \) to \( \text{String}(n) \). In general, for an action of \( G \) on a fermionic conformal field theory \( V \), trivializations of \( \omega_1 \) and \( \omega_2 \) can be thought of as choices of “orientation” and “spin structure.”

Consider the central subgroup \( \mathbb{Z}_2 \subset \text{O}(n) = \text{Aut}(\text{Fer}(n)) \) switching the signs of all fermions simultaneously. Its string obstruction — its anomaly — vanishes exactly when \( n \) is divisible by 8. Set \( n = 8k \) and \( G = 2.J \subset \text{SO}(n) \), so that we can ignore \( \omega_1 \). What is the T-dual group \( \check{G} \) acting on \( \text{Fer}(n) / \mathbb{Z}_2 ? \) To make the question well-posed we need to choose a trivialization of \( \omega_2 |_{\mathbb{Z}_2} \). The choices are a torsor for \( H^2(\mathbb{Z}_2, \mathbb{Z}_2) = \mathbb{Z}_2 \). The two choices correspond to the two nontrivial double covers other than \( \text{SO}(n) \) of \( \text{PSO}(n) \). These double covers, called \( \text{SO}^+(n) \) and \( \text{SO}^-(n) \), are the images of \( \text{Spin}(n) \) under the two spin-module actions. Choose either \( \text{SO}^\pm(n) \). Then \( \check{G} \) is nothing but the preimage in \( \text{SO}^\pm(n) = 2.\text{PSO}(n) \) of \( J \subset \text{PSO}(n) \).

Although the groups \( \text{SO}^\pm(n) \) are isomorphic — they are related by a reflection in \( \text{O}(n) \) — the preimages \( \check{G} = 2.J \) may not be. A main example is \( G = \text{Co}_0 = 2.\text{Co}_1 \subset \text{SO}(24) \). Then one of the preimages is again isomorphic to \( \text{Co}_0 \) and the other is isomorphic to \( 2 \times \text{Co}_1 \). These choices show up when studying the “super moonshine” modules of [Dun07, DMC15]. Both papers study a fermionic CFT isomorphic to \( \text{Fer}(24) / \mathbb{Z}_2 \), with automorphism group \( \text{SO}^\pm(24) \). According to [Dun07], this CFT admits \( \mathcal{N} = 1 \) supersymmetry, and as a supersymmetric conformal field theory its automorphism group is \( \text{Co}_1 \). According to [DMC15], the genus-zero phenomena central to Monstrous Moonshine appear when studying instead a faithful \( \text{Co}_0 \) action on \( \text{Fer}(24) / \mathbb{Z}_2 \). Fix a copy of \( \text{Co}_0 \subset \text{SO}(24) \). One can think of the two “super moonshine” CFTs as two different choices of the orbifold \( \text{Fer}(24) / \mathbb{Z}_2 \). If, when defining \( \text{Fer}(24) / \mathbb{Z}_2 \), we use the spin structure
for the \( \mathbb{Z}_2 \)-action that extends to all of \( \text{Co}_0 \), the T-dual group is \( \text{Co}_0 \), and so we get the version from \cite{DMC15}; if we use the other spin structure, the T-dual group is \( 2 \times \text{Co}_1 \), of which only \( \text{Co}_1 \) preserves the \( N = 1 \) supersymmetry, and we get the version from \cite{Dun07}.

If follows from Theorem 2 that the \( \text{Co}_0 \)-action on the CFT from \cite{DMC15} has anomaly of order \( 24 \) in \( H^3(\text{Co}_0, U(1)) \cong \mathbb{Z}_{24} \). The anomaly for the \( \text{Co}_1 \)-action on the CFT from \cite{Dun07} is honestly super: it is a class in the supercohomology of \( \text{Co}_1 \). This is a copy of \( \mathbb{Z}_{24} = \mathbb{Z}_{12} \cdot \mathbb{Z}_2 = H^3(\text{Co}_1, U(1)). H^2(\text{Co}_1, \mathbb{Z}_2) \), and the anomaly again has order \( 24 \).

**Example 2.4.2.** Another class of examples of fermionic orbifolds comes from lattice conformal field theories. If \( L \) is an even unimodular lattice and \( L' \subset L \) has index \( 2 \), then \( (L')^*/L \) is isomorphic to either \( \mathbb{Z}_2 \) or to \( \mathbb{Z}_2^2 \). The former case corresponds to an anomalous action of \( \mathbb{Z}_2 \) on the lattice conformal field theory \( V_L \), and the latter occurs when the anomaly is trivial. In the latter case, there is a unique even lattice other than \( L \) that contains \( L' \); this uniqueness reflects the uniqueness in bosonically trivializing the anomaly. But there is also an odd lattice containing \( L' \) in index \( 2 \), which comes from the other choice of fermionic trivialization.

3. Proof of Theorem 1

We now prove Theorem 1, which asserts that the action of the Monster group \( \mathbb{M} \) on its natural representation \( V^2 \) has an anomaly \( \omega^5 \) of order exactly \( 24 \). The conformal field theoretic inputs we use are:

1. the existence of \( V^2 \) and \( \mathbb{M} = \text{Aut}(V^2) \), and hence of the anomaly \( \omega^5 \in H^3(\mathbb{M}, U(1)) \);
2. isomorphisms \( V^2 \cong \mathbb{Z}_2 \) for \( p = 2, 3, 5, 7, 13 \), and hence T-dualities between certain subgroups of \( \mathbb{M} \) and \( \text{Aut}(V_A) \), where \( \Lambda \) denotes the Leech lattice, \( \Lambda \)'s Pontryagin dual torus, and \( V_A \) is the Leech lattice conformal field theory.

When calculating cohomology classes of finite groups, one may proceed prime-by-prime, because of the following standard result.

**Lemma 3.0.1.** Let \( G \) be a finite group. Then \( H^k(G, U(1)) \) is finite abelian for \( k \geq 1 \), and so splits as \( H^k(G, U(1)) = \bigoplus_p H^k(G, U(1))_{(p)} \) where the sum ranges over primes \( p \) and \( H^k(G, U(1))_{(p)} \) has order a power of \( p \). Fix a prime \( p \) and suppose that \( S \subset G \) is a subgroup such that \( p \) does not divide the index \( |G|/|S| \), i.e. such that \( S \) contains the \( p \)-Sylow of \( G \). Then the restriction map \( \alpha \mapsto \alpha|_S : H^k(G, U(1)) \to H^k(S, U(1)) \) is an injection onto a direct summand. \( \square \)

The Sylow subgroups of \( \mathbb{M} \) are known (and listed for example in the ATLAS \cite{CCN+85}). For reference sake, the order of the Monster is

\[
|\mathbb{M}| = 2^{46} \cdot 3^{20} \cdot 5^9 \cdot 7^6 \cdot 11^2 \cdot 13^3 \cdot 17 \cdot 19 \cdot 23 \cdot 29 \cdot 31 \cdot 41 \cdot 47 \cdot 59 \cdot 71.
\]

We consider the primes 17–71, and also the prime 11, as “large,” since they can be dispensed with quickly in Section 3.1. The primes 3, 5, 7, and 13 are “small,” and we handle them using T-duality in Section 3.2. We also handle the prime 2 using T-duality, but it is sufficiently complicated that we give it its own Section 3.3.

3.1. The “large” primes \( p = 11, 17, 19, 23, 29, 31, 41, 47, 59, 71 \).

**Lemma 3.1.1.** \( H^3(\mathbb{M}, U(1))_{(p)} = 0 \) for \( p \geq 17 \) or \( p = 11 \).

**Proof.** Let \( p \geq 17 \) be a prime dividing \( |\mathbb{M}| \). Then the \( p \)-Sylow in \( \mathbb{M} \) is cyclic and contained in a subgroup of shape \( p : n \) for \( n = \frac{p-1}{2} > 2 \). It is easy to see that \( H^3(p : n, U(1))_{(p)} = 0 \). Indeed, it is a direct summand of \( H^3(p, U(1)) \cong \mathbb{Z}_p \), and it is fixed by the \( n \)-action. The automorphism \( g \mapsto g^a \) of \( \mathbb{Z}_p \) acts on \( H^3(\mathbb{Z}_p, U(1)) \) by multiplication by \( a^2 \). But \( n \subset \text{Aut}(p) = \mathbb{Z}_p^\times \) contains elements other than \( \pm 1 \), and so acts nontrivially on \( H^3(p, U(1)) \), and so leaves only the 0 subgroup fixed.

For \( p = 11 \), the 11-Sylow in \( \mathbb{M} \) is contained in a subgroup of shape \( (11 : 5)^\times 2 \), and \( H^3((11 : 5)^\times 2, U(1))_{(11)} \) vanishes by K"unneth’s formula. \( \square \)
3.2. The “small” primes \( p = 3, 5, 7, 13 \). Let \( \Lambda \) denote the Leech lattice, \( Co_0 = O(\Lambda) \) its orthogonal group, \( \hat{\Lambda} = \text{hom}(\Lambda, U(1)) \cong U(1)^{24} \) its dual torus, and \( V_\Lambda \) its lattice conformal field theory. As is true for any lattice, the construction \( \Lambda \rightarrow V_\Lambda \) makes manifest a subgroup of \( \text{Aut}(V_\Lambda) \) of shape \( \hat{\Lambda}.O(\Lambda) \); this result was first announced in [Lep85] and is surveyed nicely in [Möl16, Section 5.3]. In the Leech case, \( \text{Aut}(V_\Lambda) \) is in fact equal to \( \hat{\Lambda}.O(\Lambda) \) by [DN99, Theorem 2.1] and the fact the Leech lattice \( \Lambda \) has no roots (so that the connected Lie group group called “\( N \)” in [DN99] is just \( \hat{\Lambda} \)). In the sense of vertex algebras, the following result is definitive for \( p = 2 \), conjectured in [FLM88, Tui92] for \( p \in \{3, 5, 7, 13\} \), announced for \( p = 3 \) in [DM94], and proved in full in [ALY17]:

**Proposition 3.2.1** ([ALY17]). Let \( \mathbb{Z}_p \subset \hat{\Lambda}.Co_0 = \text{Aut}(V_\Lambda) \) be a subgroup of prime order \( p \) such that its image in \( Co_0 = O(\Lambda) \) acts on \( \Lambda \) without fixed points. Then \( p \) is one of \( 2, 3, 5, 7, \) or \( 13 \) and every fixed-point-free automorphism of \( \Lambda \) of order \( p \) lifts to an order-\( p \) automorphism of \( V_\Lambda \). The action of \( \mathbb{Z}_p \) on \( V_\Lambda \) is nonanomalous and the orbifold \( V_\Lambda \sslash \mathbb{Z}_p \) is isomorphic to \( V^2 \).

**Proof.** Since the statement is verified in the sense of vertex algebras in [ALY17], it suffices to transfer the claim to the conformal net setting. The work on “framed CFTs” from [Bis12, Chapter 7] verifies analytically the isomorphism \( (V_\Lambda) \sslash \mathbb{Z}_2 \cong V^2 \). With this, the claim is equivalent to the assertion that \( (V^2) \sslash \mathbb{Z}_{2p} \cong V^2 \) for \( p = 3, 5, 7, 13 \). But \( V^2 \), hence all of its subalgebras, is strongly local in the sense of [CKLW15], and so the vertex-algebraic isomorphism \( (V^2) \sslash \mathbb{Z}_{2p} \cong V^2 \) transfers to the analytic setting. \( \square \)

The primes 2, 3, 5, 7, and 13 are precisely those primes \( p \) for which \( p - 1 \) divides 24. We will use Proposition 3.2.1 to set up various finite group T-dualities. Let \( g \in \mathbb{M} \) be a generator of the \( \mathbb{Z}_p \)-action determined by the orbifold construction \( V^2 = V_\Lambda \sslash \mathbb{Z}_p \) from Proposition 3.2.1. Then \( g \) is of \( \mathbb{M} \)-conjugacy class \( pB \), denoted \( p- \) in [CN79]. The image of the dual generator \( \hat{g} \in \hat{\Lambda}.Co_0 \) in \( Co_1 \) is in \( Co_1 \)-conjugacy class \( pA \) when \( p \neq 2 \), and when \( p = 2 \) the image of \( \hat{g} \) in \( Co_0 \) is the central element. T-duality explains the oft-observed coincidence between centralizers of elements \( pB \in \mathbb{M} \) and centralizers of elements \( pA \in \mathbb{M} \) (compare [CN79]):

**Corollary 3.2.2.** Let \( g \in \mathbb{M} \) denote an element of \( \mathbb{M} \)-conjugacy class \( pB \) and let \( \hat{g} \in \hat{\Lambda}.Co_0 \) denote the \( T \)-dual element. The centralizers \( C(g) \subset \mathbb{M} \) and \( C(\hat{g}) \subset \hat{\Lambda}.Co_0 \) are \( T \)-dual. These centralizers are:

\[
\begin{array}{c|cc}
p & C(g) & C(\hat{g}) \\
2 & 2^{4+2\cdot 24}.Co_1 & 2^{24}.Co_0 \\
3 & 3^{1+12}.2\text{Suz} & 3^{12} \cdot 6\text{Suz} \\
5 & 5^{1+6} : 2J_2 & 5^6 : (5 \times 2J_2) \\
7 & 7^{1+4} : 2A_7 & 7^4 : (7 \times 2A_7) \\
13 & 13^{1+2} : 2A_4 & 13^2 : (13 \times 2A_4) \\
\end{array}
\]

As in the ATLAS [CCN⁺85], Suz denotes the Suzuki group and \( J_2 = \text{HJ} \) denotes the Hall–Janko group. \( \square \)

**Lemma 3.2.3.** The order of \( \omega^5 \) is not divisible by 5, 7, or 13.

**Proof.** Throughout this proof, we let \( p = 5, 7, \) or \( 13 \) and \( d = 24/(p - 1) \). For \( p = 5 \) and \( 13 \), we work with the \( T \)-dual pairs \( G = C(g) \subset \mathbb{M} \) and \( \hat{G} = C(\hat{g}) \subset \hat{\Lambda}.Co_0 \) from Corollary 3.2.2. For \( p = 7 \), we need a pair of slightly larger groups. The normalizer \( N(7B) \) of an element of \( \mathbb{M} \)-conjugacy class \( 7B \) has shape \( 7^{1+4} : (3 \times 2S_7) \); we will use the subgroup \( G = 7^{1+4} : (3 \times 2A_7) \) and its dual \( \hat{G} = 7^4 : (7 : 3 \times 2A_7) \). The factor of 3 acts on \( 7^4 \) by scalars and rescales the symplectic pairing. In
all cases, we set \( G = p.J \) and \( \hat{G} = \hat{p}.J \), and we have \( J = p^d : 2X \) with:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( p )</th>
<th>( X )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>( J_2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>( 3 \times A_7 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>( A_4 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In all cases \( G = p^{1+d} : X \) contains the \( p \)-Sylow of \( M \) and so the \( p \)-part of the order of \( \omega^3 \) is detected by the order of \( \omega^3|_G \).

Following the notation from Proposition 2.3.1, let \( \kappa \in H^2(J, \mathbb{Z}_p) \) classify the extension \( G = p.J \) and expand \( \omega^3|_G = \alpha + \beta \) with \( \alpha \in H^2(J, \mathbb{Z}_p) \) classifying the extension \( \hat{G} = \hat{p}.J \). In all cases, the extension \( \hat{G} = \hat{p} : J \) splits, and so \( \alpha = 0 \). It follows that \( \omega^3|_G = \beta \) is pulled back from a class \( \beta \in H^3(J, U(1)) \) and \( \hat{\omega} = \kappa \oplus \beta \in H^2(J, p) \oplus H^3(J, U(1)) \subset H^3(G, U(1)) \). By construction, \( \hat{\omega} \) is the anomaly of the action of \( \hat{G} \) on \( V_\Lambda \), and so \( \hat{\omega} \mid J \). We will compute \( H^3(J, U(1)) \) by using the LHS spectral sequence \( H^*(2X, H^*(p^d, U(1))) \Rightarrow H^*(J, U(1)) \).

The Künneth formula gives \( H^1(p^d, U(1)) \cong p^d \), \( H^2(p^d, U(1)) \cong \text{Alt}^2(p^d) \), and \( H^3(p^d, U(1)) \cong \text{Sym}^2(p^d) \). The central 2 \( < 2X \) acts nontrivially on \( H^1(p^d, U(1)) \) and on \( \text{Alt}^2(p^d) \), and so \( 2X \) can have no cohomology with these coefficients. The module \( p^d \) carries a symplectic form but is not symmetrically self-dual over \( 2X \), and so \( \text{Sym}^2(p^d) \) also has no fixed points; thus \( H^0(2X, H^3(p^d, U(1))) = 0 \).

We claim furthermore that \( H^1(2X, \text{Alt}^2(p^d)) = 0 \). The case \( p = 13 \) is automatic since 13 does not divide \( |2A_4| \). For \( p = 7 \), note that the central \( 3 < 2X \) acts nontrivially on \( \text{Alt}^2(7^4) \), and so \( H^1(3 \times 2A_7, 7^5) = 0 \) for all \( i \). For \( p = 5 \), one can check \( H^1(2J_2, \text{Alt}^2(5^9)) = 0 \) using Holt’s GAP program Cohomolo.

It follows that the restriction \( H^3(J, U(1)) \to H^3(2X, U(1)) \) is an isomorphism, and so it suffices to compute the order of \( \hat{\omega} \mid 2X \), where again \( \hat{\omega} \) is the anomaly for the Leech lattice conformal field theory \( V_\Lambda \). But the action of \( 2X \) on \( V_\Lambda \) factors through a group of shape \( 2^{24}.Co_0 \) — indeed, the centralizer in \( \text{Aut}(V_\Lambda) = \hat{\Lambda}\cdot Co_0 \) of the central \( 2 < 2X \) has this shape — and so \( \hat{\omega} \mid 2X \) is the restriction of a class in \( H^3(2^{24}.Co_0, U(1)) \). By Theorem 2, \( H^3(2^{24}.Co_0, U(1)) |_{(p)} = 0 \) for \( p \geq 5 \).

**Lemma 3.2.4.** \( \omega^3 \) has order \( 3 \times 2^k \) for some \( k \).

**Proof.** Set \( p = 3 \), \( d = 12 \), \( J = 3^{12} : 2\text{Suz} \), \( G = 3^{1+12}.2\text{Suz} \), and \( \hat{G} = 3^{12} : 6\text{Suz} \). It suffices to show that the component of \( \omega^3|_G \) in \( H^3(G, U(1)) |_{(3)} \) has order exactly 3. Unlike in the \( p \geq 5 \) case, the extension \( \hat{G} = 3.J \) does not split, and so \( \alpha \neq 0 \in H^2(J, \mathbb{Z}_3) \). It follows that \( \omega^3|_G \) is non-zero and has order divisible by 3.

We study the cohomology of the group \( G = 3^{1+12}.2\text{Suz} \) using a LHS spectral sequence. Set \( E = p^d = 3^{12} \) and \( 3E = 3^{1+12} \). Then \( E \) is symplectically but not symmetrically self-dual over \( 2\text{Suz} \). We have \( H^1(3E, U(1)) \cong E \) and \( H^2(3E, U(1)) \cong \text{Alt}^2(E)/3 = 3^{64}.3 \). It follows that \( H^*(2\text{Suz}, H^3(3E, U(1))) = 0 \), and the spectral sequence has \( E_2 \) page:

\[
\begin{array}{cccccc}
& & & & & \\
& & & & & \\
& & H^1(2\text{Suz}, 3^{64}.3) & & & \\
& & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
& & * & * & * & \text{H}^3(2\text{Suz}, U(1)) \\
\end{array}
\]

Furthermore, \( 3E \) is T-dual to a group of shape \( 3 \times 3 \). It follows that \( \omega^3|_{3E} \) is pulled back from \( H^3(E, U(1)) \cong \text{Sym}^2(E) \oplus \text{Alt}^3(E) \). As in Lemma 3.2.3, \( H^0(2\text{Suz}, \text{Sym}^2(E) \oplus \text{Alt}^3(E)) = 0 \). Therefore \( \omega^3|_G \) lives in an extension of subquotients of \( H^3(2\text{Suz}, 3^{64}.3) \) and \( H^3(2\text{Suz}, U(1)) \).

Since \( H^3(2\text{Suz}, 3^{64}.3) \) has exponent 3, to complete the proof it suffices to show that \( H^3(2\text{Suz}, U(1)) |_{(3)} = H^3(\text{Suz}, U(1)) |_{(3)} = 0 \). According to the ATLAS [CCN+85], the 3-Sylow in \( \text{Suz} \) is contained in a maximal subgroup of shape \( 3^5 : M_{11} \). The group \( M_{11} \) has two 5-dimensional modules over \( F_3 \), dual
to each other. Matching the ATLAS’s letters, we will call these modules $3^{5a}$ and $3^{5b}$. Holt’s GAP program Cohomolo quickly computes

$$H^1(M_{11}, 3^{5a}) = 0,$$

$$H^1(M_{11}, 3^{5b}) = 3.$$  

But $H^2(Suz, U(1))(3) = 3$, since the Schur multiplier of Suz is $\mathbb{Z}_6$. Since $H^2(M_{11}, U(1))(3) = 0$, and $H^2(Suz, U(1))(3) \subset H^2(3^{5}, M_{11}, U(1))$, we must have $H^1(M_{11}, H^1(3^{5}, U(1))) = 3$, which is possibly only when $H^1(3^{5}, U(1)) = 3^{5b}$, which forces the maximal subgroup of Suz to be $3^{5a} : M_{11}$.

Cohomolo also confirms that

$$H^2(M_{11}, H^1(3^{5a}, U(1))) = H^2(M_{11}, 3^{5b}) = 0.$$  

Furthermore, since $3^{5a}$ is not self-dual and does not admit an invariant 3-form, $H^0(M_{11}, H^3(3^{5a}, U(1))) = 0$. One can quickly compute the 10-dimensional $M_{11}$-module $H^2(3^{5a}, U(1))$ and check that

$$H^1(M_{11}, H^2(3^{5a}, U(1))) = 0.$$  

Finally, that $H^3(M_{11}, U(1))(3) = 0$ is classically known, and quick to compute with Ellis’s GAP program HAP. This confirms that that $H^3(2Suz2, U(1))(3) = 0$. \hfill \Box

**Lemma 3.2.5.** The restriction $\omega^5|_{3C}$ to a cyclic subgroup of $\mathbb{M}$ generated by an element of conjugacy class $3C$ is nonzero.

*Proof.* The group $G = 3^{1+12} \cdot 2Suz \subset \mathbb{M}$ in the proof of Lemma 3.2.4 has a subgroup of shape $6Suz$ centralizing any order-2 lift of the central $2 \subset 2Suz$. It is $T$-dual to a subgroup of shape $6Suz \subset \tilde{G} \subset \text{Aut}(V_A)$, and so $\omega^5|_{6Suz}$ has nontrivial 3-part. The central $2 \subset 6Suz$ fuses in $\mathbb{M}$ to conjugacy class $2B$, and so the restriction $\omega^5|_{6Suz}$ factors through the centralizer $C(2B) = 2^{1+24}.Co_1$. By [JFT18, Lemma 3.1], the nonzero elements of $H^3(2^{1+24}.Co_1)(3) = H^3(3C)(3)$ have nontrivial restriction to conjugacy class $3D$ in $Co_1$, hence to its lift $3D \in 2^{1+24}.Co_1$, which fuses to $3C \in \mathbb{M}$. (These conjugacy class fusions are contained in the Character Table libraries in GAP.) \hfill \Box

Theorem 3.2.5 can also verified using conformal field theoretic methods: letting $g \in \mathbb{M}$ have conjugacy class $3C$, the $g$-twined character $\text{tr}(q^{-1}; g; V^X)$ is known to have a nontrivial multiplier (see e.g. [HC11]), and so $\omega^5|_{g}$ is nonzero by the discussion preceding Example 2.1.1.

### 3.3. The prime $p = 2$.

To complete the proof of Theorem 1, we must study the 2-part of $\omega^5$: we wish to show that the order of $\omega^5$ is $8 \times (\text{odd})$. The 2-Sylow in $\mathbb{M}$ is contained in a maximal subgroup of shape $G = 2^{1+24}.Co_1$, the centralizer of an element of $\mathbb{M}$ of conjugacy class $2B$. As mentioned already in Proposition 3.2.1, $G$ is $T$-dual to the centralizer in $\text{Aut}(V_A) = \tilde{A}.Co_0$ of any order-2 lift of the central element of $Co_0$. This dual group has shape $G = 2^{24}.Co_0$. It is known that the extension $\tilde{G}$ does not split [Iva09].

**Lemma 3.3.1.** $8\omega^5|_{G}$ is pulled back from $Co_1$.

*Proof.* The LHS spectral sequence for $G = 2^{1+24}.Co_1$ asserts that $H^3(G, U(1))$ is an extension of subquotients of:

1. $H^0(\text{Co}_0, H^3(2^{1+24}, U(1)))$, and $H^3(2^{1+24}, U(1))$ has exponent 4;
2. $H^1(\text{Co}_0, H^2(2^{1+24}, U(1)))$, and $H^2(2^{1+24}, U(1)) = 2^{274}.2$ has exponent 2;
3. $H^2(\text{Co}_0, H^1(2^{1+24}, U(1)))$, and $H^1(2^{1+24}, U(1)) = 2^{24}$ has exponent 2;
4. $H^3(\text{Co}_0, U(1))$, which by [JFT18] is isomorphic to $\mathbb{Z}_{12}$.

It follows that for any class $\alpha \in H^3(G, U(1))$, $16\alpha$ is pulled back from $H^3(\text{Co}_0)$. Moreover, the only way for $8\alpha$ to fail to be pulled back from $H^3(\text{Co}_0)$ is if $\alpha|_{2^{1+24}}$ has order 4. But $\omega^5|_{2^{1+24}}$ implements a $T$-duality between $2^{1+24}$ and $2 \times 2^{24}$, implying that $\omega^5|_{2^{1+24}}$ has order 2. \hfill \Box
To complete the proof of Theorem 1, we use the same binary dihedral group used in [JFT18]. By Proposition 3.2.1, $\text{Co}_0$ has a subgroup (centralizing $7\mathbb{A}$) of shape $2A_7$. Inside $A_7$, choose a dihedral group $D_8$ of order 8 — there is a unique conjugacy class of such subgroups. Its lift to $2A_7$ is a binary dihedral group $2D_8$ of order 16. This is a McKay group — the corresponding Dynkin diagram is $D_6$ — and its third cohomology is $H^3(2D_8, U(1)) \cong \mathbb{Z}_{16}$. In [JFT18] it is shown that the restriction map $H^3(\text{Co}_0, U(1)) \rightarrow H^3(2D_8, U(1))$ is an injection onto the even subgroup $\mathbb{Z}_8 \subset \mathbb{Z}_{16}$.

This binary dihedral group is also naturally a subgroup of $\mathbb{M}$, since it lives inside the centralizer $7^{1+4} : 2A_7$ of an element of $\mathbb{M}$-conjugacy class $7\mathbb{B}$. The central $2 \subset 2D_8$ is a lift of the central element of $\text{Co}_0$.

**Lemma 3.3.2.** $\omega^5|_{2D_8}$ has order 8.

**Proof.** The above discussion implies that the subgroups $2D_8 \subset \mathbb{M}$ and $2D_8 \subset \text{Aut}(V_{\Lambda})$ are T-dual by the usual orbifold construction $V_{\Lambda} = V^2 \parallel \mathbb{Z}_2$. The classes in $H^3(2D_8, U(1))$ implementing such a T-duality are those with order 8. \hfill $\square$

Combining Lemmas 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 completes the proof of Theorem 1:

**Lemma 3.3.3.** $\omega^5|_{G}$ has order $8 \times (\text{odd})$.

**Proof.** By Lemma 3.3.1, $8\omega^5|_{G}$ is pulled back from $\text{Co}_1$. By [JFT18], $H^3(\text{Co}_1, U(1)) \cong \mathbb{Z}_4$, and classes are detected by restricting to $D_8$, and so they are also detected by pulling back to $2D_8$. But $8\omega^5|_{2D_8} = 0$ by Lemma 3.3.2. \hfill $\square$

3.4. $\omega^5$ is not a Chern class. The first sentence of Theorem 1 having been verified, we turn to proving the second sentence, which asserts that $\omega^5 \neq c_2(V)$ for any complex representation $V$ of $\mathbb{M}$. The argument in this section was suggested to me by D. Treumann. Denote by $R(\mathbb{M})$ the complex representation ring of $\mathbb{M}$. Since $H^1(\mathbb{M}, U(1)) = 0$, $c_2 : R(\mathbb{M}) \rightarrow H^3(\mathbb{M}, U(1))$ is linear. Let $2D_8$ denote the binary dihedral group centralizing some chosen element of conjugacy class $7\mathbb{B}$ used in Section 3.3. We know that $\omega^5|_{2D_8}$ has order 8. Our strategy will be to compute the restriction $c_2|_{2D_8} : R(\mathbb{M}) \rightarrow H^3(2D_8, U(1)) \cong \mathbb{Z}_{16}$ and show that $\omega^5|_{2D_8}$ is not in the image. In fact, we will show that $c_2|_{2D_8}$ is the zero map.

**Lemma 3.4.1.** The seven conjugacy classes in $2D_8$ — the identity, the central element, three of order 4, and two of order 8 — merge in $\mathbb{M}$ to the $\mathbb{M}$-conjugacy classes $1, 2\mathbb{B}, 4\mathbb{D}$, and $8\mathbb{F}$.

**Proof.** Choose any element of order 4 in $2D_8$, and multiply it with the fixed element of conjugacy class $7\mathbb{B}$ centralized by $2D_8$. One produces an element of order 28 in $\mathbb{M}$ whose fourth power is of class $7\mathbb{B}$ and whose seventh power is the chosen element of order 4. The unique fourth root of class $7\mathbb{B}$ is class $28\mathbb{A}$, and $(28\mathbb{A})^7 = 4\mathbb{D}$, so all order-4 classes in $2D_8$ merge in $\mathbb{M}$. But $4\mathbb{D}$ has a unique square root — $8\mathbb{F}$ — so the two classes of order 8 must also merge. Finally, $(4\mathbb{D})^2 = 2\mathbb{B}$. \hfill $\square$

The group $2D_8$ is the McKay group corresponding to the Dynkin diagram $D_6$. Let $V_0$ denote the trivial representation, $V_1$ the one-dimensional representation in which the kernel of the $2D_8$ action is cyclic of order 8, $V_2$ and $V_3$ the other two one-dimensional representations, $V_4$ the two-dimensional real representation of $D_8$, and $V_5$ and $V_6$ the two faithful irreps. Taking $V_6$ to be the “defining” 2-dimensional representation, the McKay graph is:

```
V0 ┌─┐ V2
  │   │
  V6 ┤ V4 ┤ V5
  │   │
  V1 └─┘ V3
```
Given a representation $V$ of $2D_8$, let $n_i$ be defined by $V \cong \bigoplus_{i=0}^6 V_i^{n_i}$. The basic theorem of characters of a finite group says that the numbers $n_i$ can be computed from knowing the traces over $V$ of all conjugacy classes. Suppose that $V$ is restricted from an irrep of $M$. Then, by Lemma 3.4.1, $\text{tr}_V(g)$ depends only on the order of $g \in 2D_8$. A quick computation with the character table for $2D_8$ reveals:

$$
(n_0, n_1, n_2, n_3, n_4, n_5, n_6) =
$$

\[
(\text{tr}_V(1), \text{tr}_V(2B), \text{tr}_V(4D), \text{tr}_V(8F)) = \begin{pmatrix}
1/16 & 1/16 & 1/16 & 1/16 & 1/8 & 1/8 & 1/8 \\
1/16 & 1/16 & 1/16 & 1/16 & 1/8 & -1/8 & -1/8 \\
5/8 & -3/8 & 1/8 & 1/8 & -1/4 & 0 & 0 \\
1/4 & 1/4 & -1/4 & -1/4 & 0 & 0 & 0
\end{pmatrix}
\]

Note that $n_2 = n_3$ and $n_5 = n_6$. Using the character table for $M$ from the Atlas, we can now compute the map $R(M) \to R(2D_8)$. Somewhat surprisingly:

**Lemma 3.4.2.** With notation as above, if $V$ is a $M$-representation then $n_4$ is divisible by 8 and $n_5 = n_6$ is divisible by 16. The numbers $n_0$, $n_1$, and $n_2 = n_3$ can all be odd. \(\square\)

The cohomology of McKay groups is easy to understand. It is easiest to work with $\mathbb{Z}$-coefficients, since $H^*(G, \mathbb{Z}) = H^{*+1}(G, U(1))$ is a graded ring. If $G$ is McKay, this ring is supported only in even degrees. As holds for any finite group, $H^2(G, \mathbb{Z}) \cong \text{hom}(G, U(1))$ consists of first Chern classes of one-dimensional representations. If $G$ is McKay, then from the long exact sequence associated to $SU(2)/G \to BG \to BSU(2)$ one can show that $H^4(G, \mathbb{Z}) \cong \mathbb{Z}_{|G|}$. It has a distinguished generator: $c_2$ of the two-dimensional defining representation $G \to SU(2)$.

We wish to understand the values of $c_2(V)$ for $V$ a representation of $G = 2D_8$. The following argument is based on [JFT18, §6]. We first give ourselves a variable $t$ of degree 2 to track degrees of mixed-degree expressions, so that the total Chern character of a representation $V$ is $c(V) = 1 + c_1(V)t + c_2(V)t^2 + \ldots$. The Whitney sum formula $c(V \oplus W) = c(V)c(W)$ says that to calculate $c_2(V)$ for $V$ arbitrary, it suffices to know the values of $c_1(V_1)$ and $c_2(V_i)$ for $V_i$ an irrep. For $G = 2D_8$, we have $H^2(2D_8, \mathbb{Z}) = \mathbb{Z}_2^3$. The three non-zero elements are $c_1(V_1)$, $c_1(V_2)$, and $c_1(V_3) = c_1(V_1) + c_1(V_2) + c_1(V_3)$. Since $|2D_8| = 16$, $H^4(2D_8, \mathbb{Z}) = \mathbb{Z}_{16}$, with distinguished generator $c_2(V_6)$. We will work with this generator throughout, so that for example $c_2(V) = 3$ means $c_2(V) = 3c_2(V_6)$.

We claim:

$$c_1(V_1)^2 = 0.$$

Indeed, $c_1(V_1)^2$ is certainly 2-torsion, but $V_1$ is pulled back from a one-dimensional representation of $2D_{16}$, and the restriction map $\mathbb{Z}_{32} \cong H^4(2D_{16}, \mathbb{Z}) \to H^4(2D_8, \mathbb{Z}) \cong \mathbb{Z}_{16}$ necessarily vanishes on the 2-torsion subgroup of the domain.

By working in $SU(2)$ we know that $c_1(\text{Sym}^2(V_6)) = 0$ and $c_2(\text{Sym}^2(V_6)) = 4$. Over $2D_8$, $\text{Sym}^2(V_6) = V_1 \oplus V_4$, and so

$$1 + 4t^2 + \cdots = (1 + tc_1(V_1))(1 + tc_1(V_4) + t^2c_2(V_4))$$

$$= 1 + 2tc_1(V_1) + t^2(c_1(V_1)^2 + c_2(V_4)) + \cdots = 1 + t^2c_2(V_4) + \cdots$$

since $c_1(V_1)$ is 2-torsion and $c_1(V_1)^2 = 0$. Thus

$$c_2(V_4) = 4.$$

Continuing on, we have $\text{Sym}^3(V_6) = V_5 \oplus V_6$, and from $SU(2)$ we learn that $c_2(\text{Sym}^3(V_6)) = 10$, so

$$c_2(V_5) = 9.$$

Finally, $\text{Sym}^4(V_6) = V_1 \oplus V_4 \oplus (V_2 \oplus V_3)$ and $c_2(\text{Sym}^4(V_6)) = 20$, and so

$$c_2(V_2 \oplus V_3) = 16 = 0 \mod 16.$$
Given Lemma 3.4.2 and the fact that $c_1(V_1)^2 = 0$, we conclude:

**Lemma 3.4.3.** For every $\mathbb{M}$-representation $V$, $c_2(V)|_{2D_8} = 0 \in H^3(2D_8, U(1))$. □

Since $\omega^2|_{2D_8}$ has order 8, it cannot be a Chern class. The relation $c_2 = -2\frac{\omega^2}{\pi}$ verifies that $\omega^2$ also is not a fractional Pontryagin class. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.

Lemma 3.4.3 is our main evidence for Conjecture 3, which predicts that $c_2(V) = 0$ already in $H^3(\mathbb{M}, U(1))$. We end by observing that Conjecture 3 follows from Conjecture 2:

**Lemma 3.4.4.** If $H^3(\mathbb{M}, U(1)) \cong \mathbb{Z}_{24}$, then $c_2(V) = 0$ for every representation $V$ of $\mathbb{M}$.

**Proof.** If $H^3(\mathbb{M}, U(1)) \cong \mathbb{Z}_{24}$, then restricting to $2D_8$ gives an injection $H^3(\mathbb{M}, U(1)) \otimes_{(3C)} \to H^3(2D_8, U(1))$. The 2-part of the Lemma then follows from Lemma 3.4.3. The 3-part of the Lemma follows from Lemma 3.2.5, since a character table computation confirms that $c_2(V)|_{(3C)} = 0$ for every $V$, and if $H^3(\mathbb{M}, U(1)) \cong \mathbb{Z}_{24}$ then $H^3(\mathbb{M}, U(1)) \otimes_{(3C)} \to H^3(U(1))$ is an isomorphism. □

3.5. **Further remarks on the value of $\omega^2$.** We calculated the order of the Moonshine anomaly $\omega^2$ without needing to say much about its ambient cohomology group $H^3(\mathbb{M}, U(1))$. In particular, it is possible that $H^3(\mathbb{M}, U(1))$ has elements of order much higher than 24, and it is an interesting question to find out how close $\omega^2$ comes to saturating $H^3(\mathbb{M}, U(1))$. The calculations in this section came from trying (and failing) to answer that question, and in particular to prove Conjecture 2 that $\omega^2$ generates $H^3(\mathbb{M}, U(1))$.

Since $\omega^2|_{21+24}$ implements a T-duality between $2^{1+24}$ and $2 \times 2^{24}$, it pulls back from a class $\omega_0 \in H^3(2^{24}, U(1))$: specifically, $\omega_0$ is the anomaly of the $2^{24}$-action on $V_\Lambda = V^2/\mathbb{Z}_2$. The lattice conformal field theory $V_\Lambda$ is constructed so that the anomaly for $U(1)^{24} \cong \hat{\Lambda} \subset \text{Aut}(V_\Lambda)$ is precisely the Leech lattice pairing thought of as a class in $H^4(\text{BU}(1)^{24}, \mathbb{Z}) = \text{Sym}^2(\mathbb{Z}^{24})$. It follows that $\omega_0$ the mod-2 reduction of the Leech pairing.

Although T-duality implies that $\omega^2|_{21+24}$ is pulled back from $2^{24}$, T-duality also guarantees that $\omega^2|_{21+24,\text{Co}_1}$ is not pulled back from $2^{24,\text{Co}_1}$, since $2^{24,\text{Co}_0} \not\cong 2 \times (2^{24,\text{Co}_1})$. It is interesting to compare the LHS spectral sequences for $2^{1+24,\text{Co}_1}$ and $2^{24,\text{Co}_1}$. We have

$$H^1(2^{1+24}, U(1)) = H^1(2^{24}, U(1)) = 2^{24},$$
$$H^2(2^{1+24}, U(1)) = 2^{274}.2, \quad H^2(2^{24}, U(1)) = 2.2^{274}.2.$$

The equality in the first line emphasizes that the pullback map $H^1(2^{24}, U(1)) \to H^1(2^{1+24}, U(1))$ is an isomorphism; the pullback $H^2(2^{24}, U(1)) \to H^2(2^{1+24}, U(1))$ is the obvious surjection.

Unfortunately, the group $\text{Co}_1$ and the modules $2^{274}.2$ and $2.2^{274}.2$ are much too large for programs like Cohomolo and HAP to handle. Fortunately, given a $G$-module $M$, $H^1(G, M)$ is “just a matrix computation” once one has a presentation of $G$. The ATLAS [CCN+ 85] does not claim a presentation for $\text{Co}_1$, but two presentations were found in [Soi87], and explicit matrices for one of these presentations were found by R. Parker via the methods of [HO06]; this presentation, and the generators satisfying it, are listed in Appendix A. Using this presentation, it is long but not difficult to compute:

$$H^1(\text{Co}_1, 2^{274}.2) \cong H^1(\text{Co}_1, 2.2^{274}.2) \cong \mathbb{Z}_2.$$

Consider now the following long exact sequence produced by taking $\text{Co}_1$ cohomology of the extension $2 \to 2.2^{274}.2 \to 2^{274}.2$:

- $H^0(\text{Co}_1, -) \cong \mathbb{Z}_2$
- $H^1(\text{Co}_1, -) \cong \mathbb{Z}_2$
- $H^2(\text{Co}_1, -) \cong \mathbb{Z}_2$

$$
\begin{array}{c}
2 \\
\text{H}^0(\text{Co}_1, -) \\
\text{H}^1(\text{Co}_1, -) \\
\text{H}^2(\text{Co}_1, -)
\end{array}
\xrightarrow{\sim}

\begin{array}{c}
2^{274}.2 \\
\text{H}^0(\text{Co}_1, -) \\
\text{H}^1(\text{Co}_1, -) \\
\text{H}^2(\text{Co}_1, -)
\end{array}
\xrightarrow{\sim}

\begin{array}{c}
2^{274}.2
\end{array}
Here numbers denote the dimensions over \(F_2\) of the cohomology groups, and we do not draw in arrows that vanish.

One finds in particular that the pullback map \(H^1(Co_1, 2.2^{274}.2) \to H^1(Co_1, 2^{274}.2)\) is an isomorphism. In total degree 3, therefore, the \(E_2\) pages of the LHS spectral sequences for \(H^*(2^{1+24}.Co_1, U(1))\) and \(H^*(24,Co_1, U(1))\) agree except for the \(H^0(Co_1, H^3(\ldots))\) entry, where the class we want is \(\omega_0\), in the image of the pullback map:

\[
\begin{array}{c|cc|cc}
\omega_0 & \mathbb{Z}_2 & H^2(2^{274}.2) & \mathbb{Z}_2 & H^2(2^{274}.2) \\
0 & 0 & H^2(24) & 0 & H^2(24) \\
* & 0 & H^3(24) & * & H^3(24) \\
\mathbb{H}^*(Co_1, H^*(2^{1+24}, U(1))) & \mathbb{H}^*(Co_1, H^*(24, U(1)))
\end{array}
\]

To save space we have abbreviated \(H^*(Co_1, M)\) by \(H^*(M)\).

How is it possible, then, for \(\omega^n|_{2^{1+24}, Co_1}\) not to be pulled back from \(2^{24}, Co_1\)? The only option is if, in fact, \(\omega_0 \in H^3(2^{24}, U(1))\) does not extend to a class in \(H^3(24,Co_1, U(1))\). It fails to extend exactly when the \(d_2\) differential, connecting the \(E_2\) and \(E_3\) pages, is such that \(d_2\omega_0 \in H^2(2.2^{274}.2)\) is non-zero and in the kernel of \(H^2(2.2^{274}.2) \to H^2(2^{274}.2)\). By the above long exact sequence analysis, this kernel is the image of \(H^2(Co_1, 2) = \mathbb{Z}_2\) in \(H^2(2.2^{274}.2)\), i.e. it “is” the extension \(Co_0 = 2.Co_1\). This is where \(\omega^3\) “stores” the information that the T-dual to \(2^{1+24}, Co_1\) is \(2^{24}, Co_0\) and not \(2^{24}, Co_1 \times 2\).

One way Conjecture 2 might be proved is if in fact \(H^3(2^{1+24},Co_1, U(1)) \cong \mathbb{Z}_{24}\). For this to succeed, the \(\mathbb{Z}_2 = H^1(Co_1, 2^{274}.2)\) in the LHS for \(H^*(2^{1+24},Co_1, U(1))\) will have to emit a nontrivial differential to either \(H^3(Co_1, 2^{24})\) or to \(H^4(Co_1, U(1))\). These groups seem far beyond what current computer power can handle.

Furthermore, one will need to handle the group \(H^2(Co_1, 2^{24})\). Direct computation of \(H^2(Co_1, 2^{24})\) requires not just a presentation of \(Co_1\) but also a complete list of syzygies, which is currently inaccessible. Certainly \(H^2(Co_1, 2^{24})\) is non-zero: it contains the class \(\kappa\) classifying the extension \(2^{24}, Co_1\), which is known not to split [Iva09]. It is reasonable to speculate that this is the only possible extension, so that \(H^2(Co_1, 2^{24}) \cong \mathbb{Z}_2\). In the notation of Section 2.3, the differential \(d_2 : H^2(Co_1, 2^{24}) \to H^4(Co_1, U(1))\) is \((- \cup \kappa)\) where \((\cdot, \cdot)\) is the Leech pairing. A possible step towards proving Conjecture 2 would be to show that \((\kappa \cup \kappa) \neq 0\). Using the arguments of Section 3.3, such a computation would already show that \(H^3(2^{1+24},Co_1, U(1))(2)\), and hence \(H^3(M, U(1))(2)\), has exponent 8.

Appendix A. Soicher’s presentation for Co_1

The presentation of \(Co_1\) from [Soi87] is as a quotient of the Coxeter group with diagram

\[
a \to b \to c \to d \to e \to f \to g \to h \to i
\]

by the further relations

\[
(cd)^4 = a, \quad (bcde)^8 = 1, \quad ((b(cd)^2efgh)^{13}i)^3 = 1.
\]

Listed below are a collection of \(24 \times 24\) matrices over \(F_2\), found by R. Parker using the methods of [HO06], that satisfy these relations:
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